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We are

TOTO AFRICA

ADVENTURES

BRINGING JOY FROM EVERY JOURNEY

U

nder her capable leadership, Toto Africa Adventures grew
to become one of northern Tanzania’s most recognised
Operators.
For more than Five years of operation we have delivered and enabled hundreds of people to discover and explore the real world
with our breakthrough record we have built a strong reputation
by organizing Tanzania Safari Tours for Affordable rates.
Our philosophy has always been to give the best experience in
Africa but also the best exposure for our visitors and clients.
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BOOKING YOUR
UFORGETTABLE TOUR ADVENTURE
Our website is the place where you can always
Research,Plan, Discover the beauty and experience that we are going to offer and book to meet
your desires in Africa and most importantly to
Tanzania.

OUR PACK FOR AN
UFORGETTABLE TOUR ADVENTURE

Wildlife Safaris
Mount Kilimanjaro Trekking
Greatest Wildbeest Migrations
Zanzibar Islands Holidays
Cultural visits
Day Trips
It is very easy! Just send us email and our best
Tanzanian safari experts will help you to choose
the best safari trip.

www.totoafricaadventures.com
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Tanzania

at Glance

E X P LO R E U N FO R G E T TA B L E E X P E R I E N C E S
FASCINATING CULTURE
As the world becomes more
modernized, the opportunity
to go “back in time” in order to
visit remote tribes is becoming rarer by the day. Experience
the hospitality of a local meal
and the rhythms of traditional
dance. Chat and barter at local
markets.
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AMAZING WILDLIFE
More than almost any other destination, Tanzania is the land of
safaris. Wildebeest stampede across the plains. Elephants wander
along seasonal migration routes and chimpanzees swing through
the treetops. Throughout the country there are unparalleled opportunities to experience this wealth: and hold your breath while
lions pad around your vehicle in Ngorongoro Crater
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The most beautiful Destination in
Africa
Here in Tanzania we want to invite you into the space and freedom of
Africa’s wild places; travel in open vehicles; get you out on foot; take
you to shaded and peaceful campsites; and show you the joy of quality time with wildlife. We want to bring back a sense of excitement
and wonder at being in the wilds. Let us take you on adventures, and
together build lasting friendships. This is what safari’ing is all about.
Welcome to our pristine National Parks!

WONDERFUL LANDSCAPES

AMAZING BEACHES

Tanznaia has varried terrain and fine colllection of peaks rolling ridges ,Hills and mountain Ranges. Landscapes ranges
from the forested slopes of the Udzungwa Mountains to the
sheer cliffs of the volcanic Meru’s Crater and the final Scree
slopes ascent of the Mount Kilimanjaro.Treks and Hikes range
form Village to Village.
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Travel back in time to the
days when the East African
coast was the seat of sultans and a linchpin in a farflung trading network extending to Persia, India and
beyond. Tanzania’s Indian
Ocean coastline is magical, with tranquil islands
and sleepy coastal villages steeped in centuries of
Swahili culture.
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NATIONAL PARK

SERENGETI
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AT T R AC T I O N AT G L A N C E

A

s also known as the wonder of the Natural world
Serengeti is the keystone attraction and the largest park in Tanzania with an area of 14763 square
kilometers. which is considered one of the 7 natural
wonders of the world and is truly a sight to behold.
The park is also home to the endangered blackrhinoceros
and African wild dogs and lots of other animals.
All the classic big game animals of Africa are found in the
Serengeti. Of recent importance are re-introduction programs for black rhino and Cape hunting dogs.
The black rhino is being introduced in the north and
south of the Park while hunting dogs are beginning to
spread throughout.
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AT T R AC T I O N S
Whether you stay for two
days or a week, it never
seems to be long enough
to take in all the Serengeti
has to offer.
The annual migration of
animals within Tanzania’s
Serengeti
and
Kenya’s
Maasai Mara ecosystem involves an estimate 1.7 million wildebeest as well as
0.3 zebra, 0.4 Thompson
gazelles.
The Serengeti is on almost
everyone’s wish list for a safari to Tanzania, but one can
only absorb the full extent
of Tanzania’s extraordinary
depth and character as a safari destination by including
other places in one’s travels.
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AC T I V I T I E S
• Game viewing by vehicle
• Walking safaris
• Ballooning is now possible in the north, south and
center of the Park

WHEN TO GO
Perhaps uniquely among
East African parks the Serengeti has no low season. It
is rewarding at any time of
year.
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NGORONGORO

CONSERVATION AREA
AT T R AC T I O N AT G L A N C E

N

gorongoro Crater i s hard to beat for its beautiful
scenery, its animal densi t ies and its wildlife watching oppor tuni ties . The crater actually a caldera,
or collapsed vol cano has been declared a Unesco World
Heritage site, and the open grasslands on the crater highlights include the black rhinoceros and a large number of
lions.
Only giraffes and impalas seem not to find the crater to
their liking.
The surrounding Ngorongoro highlands offer many hiking
routes to combine with your crater safari.
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A

dd wetlands, forest and
grasslands, some outof-this-world clifftop accommodation and the result
is the Ngorongoro Crater, a
safari destination that offers
excellent game viewing in
the most unique of settings.
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THE UNIQUENESS

I

AC T I V I T I E S

n addition to the beautiful scenery, archaeological wealth
and abundant wildlife, Ngorongoro Conservation Area is
also blessed with a proud people – the Maasai – a pastoral
tribe that has maintained their traditional culture a great
deal.Before the Maasai, there were other tribes that also
occupied Ngorongoro, some as cattle herders, like the Datoga, and others as hunters, like the Hadzabe; and then
moved on, sometimes forced out by other groups.
The Maasai colonized the area in substantial numbers,
their traditional way of life allowing them to live in harmony with the wildlife and the environment. Approximately
100,000 Maasai live in the conservation area today tending their livestock without harming wildlife.

•Full day Game driving
•Crater Rim walk
• Empakai Crater Hiking
•Maasai Village Cultural
Visit.
•Olduvai Gorge Visit
•The Moving Sand Visit

WHEN TO GO
Perhaps uniquely among
East African parks the
Ngorongoro has no low
season. It is rewarding at
any time of year.

Visitors to the Ngorongoro Conservation Area can learn
about the culture of the Maasai and take photographs or
buy original Maasai handicraft at designated areas known
Ngorongoro crater is a
as cultural bomas. In order to safeguard the livelihood of
year round destination
these people and at the same time conserve the flora and
with access
fauna of the area
to all parts throughout the
year
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NATIONAL PARK

RUAHA
W

ildlife is especially varied because of
the overlap of eastern and
southern. African wildlife
zones, so besides regular
big game such as elephant,
buffalo, and plains animals,
the more unusual species
such as the antelopes able,
roan, greater and lesser
kudu are quitecommon.
Cape hunting dog are also
often encountered. Ruaha
is also a great place for the
big cats lion, leopard and
cheetah.
Driving to Ruaha is abou
130km from Iringa town and
625 km from Dar-es-salaam
city. The road into the park
is passable throughout
the year.
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AT T R AC T I O N AT G L A N C E

R

uaha National Park is vast, and was upgraded to a
NationalPark in 1964 and was further enlarged in
2008 to its current size of 20,226 sq. km making it
Tanzania’s second largest National Park. Rivers, mountains, plains, rock kopjes, swamps, dense woodlands, open
savannas spread out across an immense landscape that
has barely been touched by man.
Wooded hillsides, many with rounded granite outcrops
and scatterings of huge baobabs, are dissected by sandy,
rock strewn seasonal rivers and streams running down to
meet food plains and seasonal swamps, many of which
end up in the Great Ruaha River.
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THE ROUTE
While visiting Ruaha National Park you may pass
through the Isimila Stone
Age and Mtwa Mkwawa
Museum.
The Isimila Stone Age lies
about 20 km to the southwest, contains archeological artifacts, particularly
stone tools, from human
habitation about 70,000
years ago. Mtwa Mkwawa
Museum located at Kalenga ward was established
in 1954 after returned of
Mkwawa skull belonged to
Hehe ethnics group from
Germany after restored for
56 years.

LANDSCAPE
The only perennial river is the Great Ruaha River, which
flows along the southeast boundary, but even this becomes only a trickle in places at the end of the dry season
in October.
Seasonal rivers are lined by scattered groves of palms,
thorn trees, and sausage trees providing midday shade for
all sorts of wild animals. They are key features to enjoy
during game drives, especially during the dry season when
only pools remain or the elephants have to dig in the sand
for water. This is Africa of a bygone era – the world as it
was before modern man.

AC T I V I T I E S
• Game viewing by vehicle.
• Walking safaris accompanied by an armed guide
approved by the Park authorities
• Night game driving in approved locations.
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NATIONAL PARK

MOUNT KILIMANJARO
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AT T R AC T I O N AT G L A N C E
ECOSYSTEM

I

n fact Kilimanjaro is a
large stratovolcano (i.e.
it is built up of many layers of strata consisting of
lava, volcanic ash, pumice
and tephra). The mountain
consists of three peaks or
volcanic vents.
Shira is the oldest but
only stands at 3,962 meters (13,000 feet). Mawenzi is the second oldest and
stands at 5,159 meters
(16,893 feet). Both Shira
and Mawenzi are extinct
volcanoes.
The mountain’s ecosystems are as strikingly
beautiful as they are varied and diverse. Once inside the park, thick lowland forest covers the
lower altitudes and breaks
into alpine meadows once
the air begins to thin. Near
the peak, the landscape is
harsh and barren, with
rocks and ice the predominant features above a
breathtaking African view.
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O V E RV I E W

A

s the highest point on the frican continent at 5895
metres and it is located in the North-East of Tanzania – near the border of Kenya.The mountain proper
covers an area of 100 kilometres long and 65 kilometres
wide.
Mount Kilimanjaro is the highest mountain in Africa and
the tallest free-standing mountain in the world (note:
free-standing means it is not part of a mountain range
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THE ROUTES TO THE TOP

T

here are six established routes to climb Mount Kilimanjaro – Marangu, Machame,
Lemosho, Shira, Rongaiand Umbwe. The Marangu, Machame, and Umbwe routes all
approach from the south of the mountain.
The Lemosho and Shira routes approach from the west. The Rongai route approaches
from the north near Kenya. All routes except Marangu and Rongai descend via Mweka.

M A R A N G U R O U T E M AC H A M E R O U T E
As known as the ‘coca-cola
route’,
This is the oldest and one
of the most popular routes.
Many agree that this is the
easiest path to the summit
point. Although it is the easiest route, it is not as scenic
as other routes. However, it
does offer huts for accommodation whereas the other routes only have tented
accommodation. Minimum
days required is 5 days.
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This is the ‘whiskey route’.
This is undoubtedly the most
popular route. Although
more taxing physically, it offers beautiful scenery! The
minimum days required for
this route is 6 days.

LEMOSHO ROUTE
A relatively new route up the
mountain, there is less traffIc on this adventure. This
may be the most beautiful
route to take, with breathtaking views on all sides of
the mountain. The minimum days required for this
route is 6 days.
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UMBWE ROUTE
This is almost identical to
the Lemosho route. However, the start of your journey
varies slightly, bypassing
the walkthrough the rainforest with vehicle transport
instead. The minimum days
required for this route is 6
days.

RONGAI ROUTE
Less crowded because of its
remote location the route
offers trekkers a unique wilderness experience where it
is possible to see large wildlife like antelope, elephant
and buffalo.
The Rongai route is one of
the easier routes up Kilimanjaro. Rongai is the only
route to approach Kilimanjaro from the north and the
descent is via the Marangu
Route. Summit night from
Kibo Hut is steep and follows the same path taken
by the Marangu route which
passes.
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N O RT H E R N C I R C U I T R O U T E
The newest addition to the Kilimanjaro family, this route
offers the highest level of successful summits. An incredibly beautiful journey, the minimum days required
for this route is 8 days. The route approaches Mount
Kilimanjaro from the west, beginning with a long drive
from Moshi to Londorossi Gate. From there, the first two
days are spent trekking through the rainforest to Shira
Ridge, before crossing the Shira Plateau. The route then
heads north and circles clockwise from Moi Hut to Buffalo Camp to School Hut, before summiting from the
east.
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BEST TIME TO CLIMB MT. KILIMANJARO

O

ne of the best times
for a Tanzanian trek
vacation on Mount
Kilimanjaro is in the warm
months of January and February when clear skies afford
excellent views of superb
scenery, especially from the
upper slopes; though, expect some snowfall during
this period. Choosing your
time to climb is a very personal balancing act.
You need to weigh your objectives against your personal fitness and climbing
or trekking experience.

Lightning is every present
and chancy. It is colder from
June to August but the driest period on the mountains which are also highly
favorable trekking months,
and perfect again in September, which is warm and
dry too, and, not surprisingly, another very popular
and busiest time as it meets
up with the prime wildebeest migration season in
Northern Serengeti.

The school holiday season
from June to August welcomes many families from
You are more likely to gain North America and Europe
the summit in warm, dry for their epic Kili bonding
weather, since cold, rain, hike with their teenage kids.
ice, snow and mud demand
a lot from your body. They A very good number of our
make tracks and paths slip- Guest Combine both Kili
pery and deplete your en- and Wildlife Safari in Tanzania and then concluding it
ergy levels.
From mid-March to end of on the beach islands of the
May, the long rainy season Indian Ocean (Zanzibar) for
increases climbing hazards. R&R – rest and relaxation.
Visibility is poor, but you
have the slopes to yourselves.
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End of October and November is the start of the short
rainy season when clear
skies are the norm at dawn
and dusk. By end of December, the short rains dust
off with sporadic showers
through January on wards
with clear mountainous vistas perfect for photography
but humid and advantageously less cold than from
June to August.
One thoughtful way to avoid
the crowds is to stagger
your starting dates starting
before the weekend starts,
so that you are at different
stages of the trek rather
than going with the crowd
on a weekend arrival.
Choosing an appropriate
customized private trek
route is a key strategy –
hush-hush! Marangu being
one of the busiest, quickest
and the least cost option for
the masses albeit with the
lowest success summit rate.
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F

astest and cheapest does not result to victory at most times so avoid Marangu
if your mind, heart and pockets are in sync. Also, think carefully about the phase
of the moon. Around full moon, night climbing is safer with better visibility and
stunning photo opportunities, stark shadows delineating shining snowfields against
gaunt rock faces and adding dramatic impact to the views.

WHY CLIMBING MT. KILIMANJARO
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

A Mountain of Superlatives
Just about anyone can reach the top
One of the World’s Greatest Natural Wonders
Your visit supports the local economy
Spectacular photo opportunities
Personal accomplishment
Raise money for a worthy cause
A place for transformation
Kilimanjaro is a Symbol of Freedom

CLIMB MT. KILIMANJARO WITH TOTO
AFRICA ADVENTURES
Climbing Mt Kilimanjaro is an epic experience and the thrill of hiking
up Africa’s highest peak is enough reason for it to be on your bucket
list. Toto Africa Adventures will work with you to make this a reality.
Get in touch with us today to get started.
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LAKE MANYARA

NATIONAL PARK

AT T R AC T I O N AT G L A N C E

L

ake Manyara National Park lies in a very dramatic
setting up against the steep western wall of the Rift
Valley. Being directly en route to Ngorongoro from
Arusha or Tarangire, it is a popular place either for a day
visit or for longer.
However, it is an exceptional National Park that would
deserve a visit regardless of where it was located; in fact
so exceptional that it was declared part of a World Biosphere Reserve in 1981.
In the south of the Park are found extensive hot water
springs as testament to the active tectonic nature of the
Rift Valley, and there is a long walkway out across the
steaming rivulets and reed beds of the lake edge giving a
magnificent view up and down the full length of this part
of the Rift Valley.
Here you can watch old bull buffaloes wallowing in the
warm alkaline mud, and on occasions vast flocks of flamingos in.
Enormous Baobabs are scattered throughout the drier
parts. In fact one of these baobabs was visited by Disney
Imagineers in 1994 and became the inspiration for the
baobabs that feature in Disney Worlds famous Animal
Kingdom theme park in Orlando, Florida.
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ACT I V I T I E S
• Game viewing by vehicle.
• Canoeing. Depending

on the level of water in the
lake, canoeing is an activity
option..
• Night game viewing.
Night game drives are possible in the Park..
• Hiking. Guided walking
safaris are possible by prior
arrangement with the Park
authorities, including a hike
up to the Marangi forest via
the Iyambi.
River in the south..

WILDLIFE
Most of the characteristic
East African mammals are
found in Manyara including elephant, buffalo, hippo, lion, leopard, cheetah,
giraffe and lots of plains
game, and reputedly the
largest baboon troupes in
Africa.
Some lions have opted to
rest up during the heat of
midday in trees, giving rise
to the mistaken belief that
the Manyara lions are somehow different. Lions in many
parts of Africa often spend
time on the lower broad
limbed branches of trees
probably to escape flies.
When to Visit. All year, although the most popular
times are during the two dry
seasons June – October and
January and February.
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NATIONAL PARK

TARANGIRE

AT T R AC T I O N AT G L A N C E

T

he National Park is 2,850 square kilometers in area
and was gazetted in 1970. It is only a small part of a
much larger ecosystem of some 30,000 sq. km that
comprises most of what is called the Maasai Steppe or
southern Maasailand.
Tarangire is one of the finest places in Tanzania to watch
elephant and spending unhurried time in the presence
of these intelligent giants, often from a vantage point at
a waterhole or spring is one of the greatest pleasures of
a wildlife safari- A favorite routine is to leave camp early
with a picnic lunch and to select a spot overlooking the Tarangire River or a hinterland waterhole and watch wildlife
come and go.

WILDLIFE
It has been estimated that
at the height of the dry season in October the density
of large animals -elephant,
buffalo, zebra, wildebeest,
ostrich, giraffe, eland etc.
is second only to Ngorongoro Crater worldwide. This
spectacle gathers around
the scattered pools of permanent water along the Tarangire river bed, and also
around Silale Swamp. Lion
and leopard are frequently
seen here as well.

ACT I V I T I E S
• Game viewing by vehicle.
• Walking safaris with an
armed guide.
• Night game viewing.
Night game drives are possible in the Park.

WHEN TO GO
This is a year-round park
with the distinct seasons offering different experiences, from dry and dusty with
animals clustered around
shrinking water holes and
the trickle of Tarangire River,
to the green season full of
newborn animals and chattering birds.

ARUSHA

NATIONAL PARK

AT T R AC T I O N AT G L A N C E

T

his beautiful Park has often been called a little gem
and rightly so. It is only ½ an hour by tarmac road from
Arusha town, the safari center of northern Tanzania.
With mountains, valleys, lakes, and small plains clothed in
green, it has a wonderful feeling of peace and solitude.
It is dominated by Mount Meru, which at 4,566
A well maintained and signposted network of game viewing roads and tracks wind through the Park offering frequent views of spectacular beauty, with both Mount Meru
and Kilimanjaro.

It is habitat for a wide variety of mammals including
bushbuck, giraffe, elephant,
leopard (rarely seen!), monkeys, duiker, baboon, buffalo, waterbuck and hippo.
The birdlife is spectacular
with over 450 species recorded. The game viewing
track that winds around
the Momella Lakes is a great
way to get close to and
watch lesser and greater flamingo.

ACT I V I T I E S
• Game viewing by vehicle.
• Canoeing. Depending

on the level of water in the
lake, canoeing is an activity
option..
• Night game viewing.
Night game drives are possible inthe Park..
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MOUNT MERU
M

t. Meru is a dormant volcano about 1 ½ million
years old. One side of exploded out about 8,000
years ago as Meru’s caldera lake was transformed
into super-heated steam by an inner eruption. One of the
largest landslides of mud and rock ever measured worldwide took place, forming hillocks, valleys and small lakes.
The geologists estimate that before Mount Meru blew its
top it was a tall, symmetrical volcanic spire almost as high
as Mount Kilimanjaro.

NGURDOTO
C R AT E R
At the bottom end of the
Park is another small, but
complete, volcanic crater
called Ngurdoto, which has
recently been opened to
guided hikes. It is a secret
paradise, with a lake on one
side and elsewhere clothed
in virgin forest and a network of open grassy glades.
A track follows the rim with
look-out points established
where one can relax with a
picnic and look down into
this secret world of swamps
and plains and spot buffalo,
warthog and occasional elephant enjoying its tranquility.
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ZANZIBAR

ISLAND

AT T R AC T I O N AT G L A N C E

Z

anzibar The name alone evokes images of tropical
paradise. Calling up visions of picturesque islands
with soft-sand, white beaches and shimmering
azure waters. Yet, the Zanzibar Archipelago has so much
more to offer than romantic coastlines and blissful sunsets. These islands offer a kaleidoscope of sights, smells,
tastes and experiences that will feed your soul, rejuvenate your body and reawaken your creativity.
Zanzibar is without a doubt a dream beach destination.
An ideal place to get away from it all.
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Zanzibar is the home of idyllic beaches, balmy weather
& warm tropical waters.
This archipelago is renowned for clear warm
waters, coral reefs and rich
marine diversity making it
a perfect under-water destination for snorkelling and
diving.
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JOZANI FOREST

THE SIGHTS

Hidden away in the heart of Zanzibar, covering 50 square
kilometers of incredible natural beauty is the Jozani Forest Reserve, a must visit on your tour of this Indian Ocean
Island. This reserve was designated as a protected area in
the 1960s.
Thanks to its establishment, the rare and endangered
kirk’s red colobus monkeys have received a new lease of
life and are slowly recovering from the brink of extinction.
There are now an estimated 2500 of this beautiful mammalian life in the reserve.

Zanzibar has some of the
world’s most beautiful diving sights and warm waters.
No wonder it is a popular
destination for those wanting to explore the underwater world. You can do both
shore dives and reef dives
accessed by boat.

THE UNIQUENESS
The island’s east coast
is fringed by kilome- ter
after kilometer of beach
with white sands and turquoise waters.At Amandus Adventures, we are
happy to advise you which
beach would be the best
fit for your holiday plans.
Zanzibar can be enjoyably visited year-round,
although the months of
March through May can
be very wet.
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WALKING

Safaris-

A

walking safari is normally designed to fit into
your safari schedule,
and can be scheduled early in
the morning or late afternoon
when tropical temperatures
are cool. Until recently walking
safaris were offered mainly in
the Selous Game Reserve and
Wildlife Management Areas
and restricted to a few National Parks like Gombe Stream,
Mahale Mountains, Rubondo
Island, Udzungwa Mountains,
Kitulo, Mt Kilimanjaro and
Arusha (Mt Meru) which may
be extended into trekking. Today visitors can enjoy safaris
on foot in Tarangire National
Park, the Ngorongoro Conservation Area including Ndutu.
On foot you can walk into remote areas and reach places
that a safari car can’t. Once on
foot, you are not constrained
by roads and can go almost
anywhere you like. Away from
the crowds, off the beaten
track. It offers you a freedom
incomparable to any game
drive safari.
Toto Africa Adventure is a pioneer in setting up walking safaris, particularly in Serengeti
National Park. Only a handful of companies have been
granted permission to enter
this park on foot. The regulations stipulate that an armed
and qualified walking guide
from the operating company
must accompany all walks. An
armed ranger from the National Park will also join every
walk.
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BALOON

SafarisOV E RV I E W

B

alloon Safaris in Tanzania are popular in Serengeti. You
can stretch our eyes as far as you can see while up the
sky. Flights take-off from here because the climate is almost perfect and the winds blow gently and reliably throughout the year. Each balloon flight is a different journey dictated
by the direction of the wind, where the sights and sounds rise
from the ground to meet you. It is one of the romantic and
evocative ways of experiencing the wilderness of East Africa
as you gracefully and silently fly over the plains crowded with
herds of wildlife in the early morning.

THE UNIQUENESS
There are things that are worth getting up early for, and a balloon safari is certainly one of them. Rising before the birds and
heading out from your camp in Serengeti in the silence towards the launch-site is all part of the anticipation. Perhaps one
of the Serengeti’s more indefinable inhabitants will be caught
in a hunt by the headlights on this nocturnal game drive to the
take-off points.
Balloon safaris are held regularly in the Serengeti and take off
from the designated sites (in the seronera area) where the disturbance to animals is kept to a minimum. Your safari vehicle
drops you off at the take-off site and picks you up from your
landing site. Often a balloon trip is followed by a champagne
breakfast in the bush, raising a glass to your time in the skies.
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Normally, a balloon safari begins in the morning, around
6 am and lasts for roughly
1-2 hours floating silently in
the sky in a hot-air balloon
seeing the bush from above.
You are exposed to see the
sun rise from a distance and
very likely to see the magnificent number of wildlife below, over several square kilometers of the park tramping
the savannah. The clarity of
the air affords you the views
of the Ngorongoro Highlands
and sometimes Lake Victoria.
From our lofty vantage point,
you can appreciate the Serengeti in all its majestic scale,
and you have a view freed by
the narrow confines of vehicles and roads.
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DAY TRIPS
& CULTURAL
SafarisAT T R AC T I O N S AT G L A N C E

C

ultural tourism has
become a fundamental part of the tourism
industry in Tanzania spearing an increase in tourist arrivals into the country, thus
empowering rural communities to reap the fruits of
globalization and the ever
growing tourism industry.

T

his type of tourism allows visitors to experience authentic, indigenous cultures by combining nature,
scenery, folklore, rituals, art & crafts, ceremonies, dances
and local hospitality of Tanzania to give a unique perspective into the daily lives of the local people, simultaneously allowing them to experience the wildlife safari in
tanzania and zanzibar holidays has to offer.

T

anzania’s peoples they
are among the most
welcoming and approachable on earth, with the
range of fascinating cultures ready to be shared
with visitors.

D E S T I NAT I O N S
•
Kikuletwa Hot spring
•
Materuni Waterfalls
•
Marangu Village
and Coffee Tour
•
Maasai Village
Camping Experience
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O U R TA N Z A N I A S A FA R I O P T I O N S
VIP/ Premium Safari

Our VIP/Premium Safari offers Five-star services. It
provides the guests with
the highest levels of luxury
through personalized services, a vast range of amenities, and sophisticated
accommodations.

Luxury Lodge Safari

Our Super luxury lodges safari offers Four-star services.
It provides above average,
deluxe service and experience for the guest. The
lodges/camps have larger
range of facilities available
and the design is high quality. All service standards are
aimed towards pleasing the
guest.

Mid – Range Safari
Our Super Mid-range safari offers two to three-star services.
It provides the bare essentials
with some comfort quality. In
addition to the comfort and
hygiene essentials, the amenities for the guest are of a
significantly higher quality
and appeal than to that of a 1
Star Hotel

BudgetSafari

Budget camping safari is the
ideal way for those who like
to “rough it” as we provide
mostly bivouac pop-up tents
for accommodation whereby mattresses are laid on the
sewn-in ground sheet.
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T

WHY US

he main aim of Toto Africa Adventures is to provide our clients with a highly memorable and Unforgettable African safari holiday experience in exclusive camps and
lodges, which offer an atmosphere of privacy, security and intimate isolation. The
Permanent Tented Camps, Mobile Camping and Lodges in Tanzania properties are all
situated in private areas of exceptional natural beauty, rich in wildlife and inhabited by
spectacular local tribes and a farm at the foot of the Ngorongoro Crater.

The best African safari Holiday packages that offers
you to relax in style and
comfort?
These Tanzania safari packages are for you. Toto Africa
Adventures is the best Safari Tour Operator in Tanzania,
we built a strong reputation by organizing Tanzania
Safari Tours for Affordable
rates.

OUR VEHICLES

Y

ou will be transported in a well-maintained, clean Toyota 4×4 safari vehicle, driven by a professional local guide in areas that will leave you breathless with wonder and excitement. You will search for the ‘Big Five’ – buffalo, elephant, leopard,
lion and rhino – and will be amazed by the sheer beauty of grass-covered savannas,
extinct volcanoes and rare birds. You will see animals, landscapes and flowers and
you will meet the local people and taste local food.
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C O M M U N I T Y I N V O LV E M E N T S

A

long side the mountain
climbing and wildlife
safari adventures as earlier
said, Toto Africa Adventures
plays a role in community development through
directing a portion of our
profits in helping aid the
less fortunate community in
Tanzania. Through a special
program, a certain percentage of the profit made from
the Mountain and safari adventure goes into supporting orphans, People effected
with HIV ,Pregnant Mothers
and widows in various centers in the Kilimanjaro region. The client can point
out such a center and such
aid can directly be sent on
behalf of the client to such
a center.
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INCLUDED IN THE PRICE

WHAT’S INCLUDED & NOT INCLUDE IN THE SAFARI PRICES

INCLUDES
•
Airport pickup and drop off
•
Transportation in a 4×4 safari vehicle
•
Professional, English-speaking guide
•
Overnight accommodation according to the itinerary
•
Meals while on safari
•
Mineral water
•
All government taxes
•
All mentioned activities
•
All national park fees
•
Flying Doctors insurance (AMREF) during the safari for emergence evacuations

EXCLUDES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

International or Local Flights
Optional activities
Alcoholic and soft drinks
Visa fees
Tips
Personal spending money for souvenirs etc.
Travel insurance
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WHAT’S INCLUDED & NOT INCLUDE IN THE TREKKING PRICES

INCLUDES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Airport pickup and drop off
2 Nights’ accommodation in Moshi or Arusha included
All transfers to the mountain and back to your Moshi hotel
Professional, experienced, mountain guides
Guides, Porters, cook salaries and park fees
Quality, waterproof, four seasons private mountain sleeping tents
Sleeping Mattress and Portable Private Toilet
Complimentary Oxygen Cylinder
All meals while on the mountain
Quality mess tents with table and chairs
Large portions of fresh, healthy, nutritious food
Clean purified drinking water
Kilimanjaro National Park Entrance fees
All Government taxes and levies including 18% VAT.
Community Development Fund
Conservation Fund

•
•
•
•

International or Local Flights
Visa fees
Tips to mountain crew
Personal trekking equipment such as sleeping bags, hiking
boots, clothes etc. (available for renting)
Optional activities
Alcoholic and soft drinks
Personal spending money for souvenirs etc.
Travel insurance

•
•
•
•

EXCLUDES
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WELCOME TO TANZANIA,
WELCOME TO
TOTO AFRICA ADVENTURES.
FOLLOW US :

SCAN HERE:

@Adventures Toto

@totoafricaadventures
@totoafricaadventures
YOUTUBE: @Toto Africa Adventures
Address:Aga Khan Street, NSSF Commercial Complex,
Moshi Kilimanjaro
+255(0) 744910391 & Whatsapp: +255 744910391
info@totoafricaadventures.com
WWW.TOTOAFRICAADVENTURES.COM

